Inference on the largest mean of a multivariate normal distribution is a surprisingly difficult and unexplored topic. Difficulties arise when two or more of the means are simultaneously the largest mean. Our proposed solution is based on an extension of R.A. Fisher's fiducial inference methods termed generalized fiducial inference. We use a model selection technique along with the generalized fiducial distribution to allow for equal largest means and alleviate the overestimation that commonly occurs. Our proposed confidence intervals for the largest mean have asymptotically correct frequentist coverage and simulation results suggest that they possess promising small sample empirical properties. In addition to the theoretical calculations and simulations we also applied this approach to the air quality index of the four largest cities in the northeastern United States (Baltimore, Boston, New York, and Philadelphia).
Introduction
Many applications attempt to find the best or worst treatment when dealing with data from a correlated multivariate normal distribution (e.g. pollution studies, drug trials, studies measuring the QT interval, investments, etc.). This is equivalent to finding the largest mean(s) of the normal distribution. Namely, if X ∼ N(µ, Σ), where µ = (µ 1 , . . . , µ k )
T and Σ is an unstructured covariance matrix, we are attempting inference on the largest mean, θ = max i µ i .
While most inference problems for the general multivariate normal distribution are well studied, interval estimation for the largest mean is still relatively unexplored. Obvious solutions tend to grossly overestimate the largest mean when several of the individual means are equal or close to the largest mean. We propose a new method using fiducial inference and demonstrate the empirical coverage of the intervals using a novel approach seen in [8, 10] . In addition to using the general fiducial approach we use a model selection technique to allow multiple means to be the equal largest mean. By allowing for some or all of the means to be the largest mean our method will asymptotically select the correct model. This model selection will help to alleviate the common overestimation problem and allow our confidence intervals for the largest mean to have asymptotically correct coverage.
A naive upper tailed confidence interval, seen in the literature, is based on the intersection-union method that constructs t-intervals for each of the k dimensions then uses the maximum upper bound as the upper tailed confidence interval for the largest mean. Another technique, seen in [4] , approximates the maximum with a smooth function and uses the delta method with a bias adjustment to create a one sided upper-tailed interval. Additionally, Boos et al. [1] uses a linear model to account for the variation and the bias of the largest mean. This method produced two intervals using a normal approximation and intervals using a parametric and nonparametric bias adjusted bootstrap technique. We compared our method to those of the intersections-union, [4] , and the bias adjusted method using a normal approximation from Boos et al. [1] . All of the methods from Boos et al. [1] had similar coverage rates, and the one discussed here created the shortest upper tailed interval. It seems reasonable that a Bayesian solution could also provide a viable method. However, we were not able to find a Bayesian solution in the literature.
The most common method in practice, the intersection-union, has a major downfall when some or all of the k means are equal or close to being equal. When there are multiple equal largest means, or means that are very close to being equal, the construction of the t-intervals will systematically overestimate the largest mean. This produces very conservative upper tailed confidence intervals. When two or more means are equal the intersection-union method produces confidence intervals that do not have asymptotically correct coverage, c.f., [3] . The other two methods attempt to account for the bias of the largest mean but have other shortcomings. Simulations suggest that our upper tailed fiducial interval tends to be shorter than the interval created by Eaton et al. [4] and, when the sample size is small, slightly longer than the interval from Boos et al. [1] . When the sample size is large the fiducial interval is shorter than all the competing methods. Furthermore, our method is the only method that also produces a lower tailed or two-tailed interval.
The fiducial approach was also applied to an interesting data set from the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). This data set measured the air quality for each of the cities of Baltimore, Boston, New York, and Philadelphia. We attempt to find out if the cities experience adequate average air quality. This is analogous to finding out if the city with the worst air quality (largest average value) still has adequate air. In addition to finding out if they all have adequate air quality we would also like information as to which city or cities have the worst average air quality. The fiducial approach will accomplish both and we will compare our results for this example to the competing intervals stated previously. The analysis shows that the fiducial interval is shortest and Baltimore, New York, and Philadelphia are likely to have equally bad air quality, though all of the cities have adequate air quality.
Generalized fiducial inference
Fiducial inference was first introduced by Fisher [6] . He proposed the idea in an effort to overcome what he perceived as a deficiency in the Bayesian approach. Fisher opposed the Bayesian approach of assuming a prior distribution when there was not substantial information available about the parameters.
Opposition to fiducial inference arose when researchers discovered that this inference technique did not possess some of the properties that Fisher had originally claimed [11, 14] . Recently, there has been somewhat of a resurgence in fiducial inference following the introduction of generalized inference by Weerahandi [13] and the establishment of a link between fiducial and generalized inference in [9] . Further information on the asymptotic and empirical properties and a thorough survey of the fiducial literature can be found in [8] .
The basis of generalized fiducial inference, similar to the likelihood function, ''switches'' the role of the data, X, and the parameter(s) ξ . Fiducial inference uses the model and the observed data, X, to define a probability measure on the parameter space, Ξ . This is understood as a summary of the known information about the parameters, similar to a Bayesian posterior distribution. In the rest of this section we will formally introduce this approach.
First, we assume that a relationship between the X and ξ exists in the form:
where U is a random vector with a completely known distribution and independent of any parameters. With this relationship, called the structural equation, the parameter ξ and the random vector U will determine the distribution of X. After observing X we can use the relationship in (1) and what we know of the distribution of U to infer a distribution on ξ .
We define the inverse of the structural equation as the set valued function:
We know that our observed data was generated using some unknown ξ 0 and u 0 . Thus, we know the distribution of U and that Q (x, u 0 ) ̸ = ∅. Using these two facts we can compute the generalized fiducial distribution from
where U ⋆ is an independent copy of U and V (S) is a random element for any measurable set, S, with support on the closure of S,S. Essentially, V (·) is a (possibly random) rule for discerning among the values of the inverse Q (x, U ⋆ ). We will refer to a random element with the distribution given by (3) as R ξ . For a detailed discussion of the derivation of the generalized fiducial distribution see [8] .
We calculate the generalized fiducial density as proposed in [8] and justified theoretically in [7] . Let G = (g 1 , . . . , g n ) be such that X i = g i (ξ , U) for i = 1, . . . , n. Note that ξ is a p × 1 vector and denote X i = G 0,i (ξ , U i ), where X i = (X i 1 , . . . , X i p ) and U i = (U i 1 , . . . , U i p ) for all possible combinations of the indices i = (i 1 , . . . , i p ). Assume that the functions G 0,i are one-to-one and differentiable. Under some technical assumptions in [7] this will produce the generalized fiducial density: 
where
is the mean of all subsets, where 1 ≤ i 1 < · · · < i p ≤ n and the determinants in (5) are the appropriate Jacobians. For illustrative examples of this fiducial recipe see [8] .
Main results

Two dimensional case
Before tackling the largest mean problem in full generality, we first consider the two dimensional case. Assume X 1 , . . . , X n is an independent random sample from the N(µ, Σ) distribution, where µ = (µ 1 , µ 2 )
T and
The structural equation in (1) is given by
where U i ∼ N(0, I k ) and independent for all i, V is the lower triangle Cholesky decomposition of Σ, and ξ = (µ 1 , µ 2 , η 1 , η 2 , ρ 12 )
T . The inverted structural equations are:
and
for any individual j = 1, . . . , n. Since there are five parameters, we need the same number of equations to define each of the terms in (5). When we differentiate the function U 0 = G −1 0 (X 0 , ξ ) we could, for example, use the following five equations from the first three individuals,
As it would be arbitrary to choose those five equations we average over all possible selections. These computations will result in the generalized fiducial density:
where g(x i ) is a function of the data and will be explained later. From (7) we could draw a fiducial random sample of θ = max(µ 1 , µ 2 ) by generating a sample of µ and taking the maximum. We calculate a 95% upper tailed interval by taking the estimated 0.95 quantile from this sample. This would be a naive solution and would overestimate the true largest mean, θ 0 , when the true means, µ (1) 0 and µ (2) 0 , are equal or relatively close to equal. For example, Table 1 shows the coverage for a 95% upper tailed interval of θ 0 . When µ (1) 0 and µ (2) 0 are different the coverage is reasonable.
On the other hand, if µ 1 = µ 2 we can proceed in a similar fashion. If X 1 , . . . , X n is an independent random sample from the N(µ, Σ) distribution, where µ = (µ, µ) T , our inverted structural equations change to:
. Table 2 Coverage for a 95% upper tailed interval when Σ = I when µ 1 = µ 2 is assumed. (1, 5)
We now have four parameters, so only four equations are necessary to define each of the terms in (5). The generalized fiducial density for this case is then computed as:
. (8) Comparing (7) and (8) we can see that the difference comes in the Jacobian calculation and the µ vector. The Jacobian in (8) depends on µ, the equal mean, and (7) is only dependant on the data. This behavior is common to all fiducial densities that have an equal mean. Table 2 shows that the coverage is much better when the true means are actually equal and much worse in the other case.
Clearly we would like to use (7) when the means are different and (8) when the means are equal. We will achieve this by incorporating a model selection step into our problem. The model selection step is the important factor in reducing the overestimation that occurs when the true means are equal, and drives the asymptotic correctness of the intervals.
The largest mean could come from µ 1 or µ 2 by themselves, or µ 1 = µ 2 , in which case they would both be the largest mean. As we have seen, naively assuming that µ 1 ̸ = µ 2 will overestimate the true largest mean when µ
0 and the intervals are not asymptotically correct. In order to fix this deficiency we propose an alternative that allows for µ 1 = µ 2 .
The structural equation for this scenario is
where V 1 is the lower triangle Cholesky decomposition of Σ and V 2 is obtained by permuting the Σ matrix in (6) so that
T , taking the lower triangular Cholesky decomposition and re-permuting the resulting matrix back to the original order. This permutation is done because the formulas simplify if the largest mean is in the first position. Notice that, when generating the data, X, only one of the three terms in (9) is in effect at any given time. As a result, there is a model selection aspect to this problem. To simplify subsequent notation, let J be the indexes corresponding to the largest mean,
In this two dimensional case we calculate the generalized fiducial distribution by taking p (4 or 5) equations from our structural equation and condition on the fact that the remaining equations occurred (2n − p). As a result, when there are more parameters there are less equations that will be part of the conditioning or, equivalently, less conditions have to be satisfied. For example, when µ 1 ̸ = µ 2 there are 2n − 5 equations to condition on and if µ 1 = µ 2 there are 2n − 4 equations to condition on. The conditional distribution will favor the model with less conditions or with more parameters. We can combat this problem by introducing additional structural equations that are independent of our original structural equations as proposed in [10] . These additional structural equations will balance out the number of conditions that need to be met for each selected set of equal means.
Adding additional structural equations will also allow us to introduce a weight function. The weight function will serve two purposes. First, the weight function will down-weight the models with more free means to increase the likelihood of grouping several means together as the largest mean. Secondly, our procedure was not scale invariant so we used the weight function to make it more scale invariant. Attempting to make the method scale invariant in this fashion is rather ad hoc but seemed to work well in simulations. The actual values that were incorporated into the weight function were obtained when we observed the asymptotic behavior of the probability of selecting a particular model.
The additional structural equations are:
where MSX i and MX 1 X 2 are the maximum likelihood estimates of the variance and covariance respectively and P i are independent Exp(1) random variables for all i. Because of the independence these structural equations will not affect the distribution of X but they will affect the conditional distribution in (3). When inverting the structural equations in (10), if i ∈ J we can choose a β i for any P i so that the equation is satisfied. Therefore, conditioning on this equation does not affect the conditional distribution. On the other hand, when i ∈ J c then P i = 2
, which creates an additional condition to be met. Combining the additional condition and the conditions that need to be met from (9) there will now always be 2n − 4 conditions regardless of the number of equal means.
Adding the model selection component, we compute the generalized fiducial density as:
with f 1 (ξ ) given by (7),f 1 (ξ ) by (7) with η 1 and η 2 switched, f 2 (ξ ) by (8) , and the weight function
Again, the weight function is a result of having the additional structural equations and its value is chosen by us.
General case
The same derivation can be applied to a k dimensional problem. Keeping with the same notation J ⊆ {1, . . . , k} = J k as the index of the equal means, u (u ≥ 1) is the number of elements in J, and v (v ≥ 0) is the number of elements in J c (note,
In general, for a k dimensional problem, the structural equation is
such that the X i 's with equal means are the first u variables, take the lower triangle Cholesky decomposition of Σ then re-permute V J back to the original order. Just as before we introduce the additional structural equations akin to (10) , obtaining the weight function
where J ⊆ {1, . . . , k} = J k and M and M * are defined in Appendix A. This defines the generalized fiducial density as:
where ξ is a vector of the µ and Σ variables. For each particular J ⊆ {1, . . . , k} the generalized fiducial density with the weight function, w J (X), is
and the rest of the terms are defined in Appendix A. After we calculate the generalized fiducial density we can also compute the fiducial probability that any J is the index corresponding to the true largest means. This is done by calculating
This added information can help to determine the mean or means that are most likely to be the largest. We would like this value to be large when J correctly indexes the largest mean(s). A later asymptotic discussion will show that this model selection technique results in P(J) → 1, as n → ∞, when J is the correct index. After proving that we will asymptotically select the correct model we can apply previous results to prove that the confidence intervals for the largest mean are asymptotically correct.
Confidence intervals and coverage
Using the fiducial density in (13) we propose confidence intervals for the largest mean, θ 0 = max 1≤i≤k µ (i) 0 . The intervals constructed using fiducial inference are analogous to the construction of Bayesian credible intervals. We define one dimensional one tailed intervals as (c 1 , ∞) and (−∞, c 2 ) for the lower and upper tailed intervals respectively, where c 1 and c 2 are the α/2 and (1 − α/2) quantiles of the generalized fiducial distribution. A two tailed (1 − α)100% confidence interval is obtained by combining the two one tailed intervals as (c 1 , c 2 ). When calculating the confidence intervals for the largest mean we do not select the model that is most likely and then get the confidence interval based on that. Instead we average the fiducial distribution for the largest mean according to the fiducial probability (P(J)) of each of the models.
As is often the case, we cannot integrate Eq. (13) explicitly so we use a Monte Carlo approach to generate a sample from the generalized fiducial density and calculate the estimated quantiles from that sample. We used the importance sampling algorithm in Appendix C to draw a sample {θ ′ 1 , . . . , θ ′ E } from (12) , where E is the number of samples needed in order achieve some pre-specified effective sample size.
Classically, the way to check the coverage of confidence intervals is to choose a desired confidence level (e.g. 95%), simulate data, and check the frequency in which the true parameter is captured by the constructed interval. By preference, we check the coverage rate at all confidence levels simultaneously using a graphic device demonstrated in [8] . To achieve this, set C (X, θ 0 ) = P(R θ < θ 0 |X). C (X, θ 0 ) (which can be thought of as a p-value) is the lowest coverage level necessary for an upper tailed confidence interval to contain the true value, θ 0 .
If the confidence interval for θ 0 were exact at all confidence levels, then C (X, θ 0 ) would follow the U(0, 1) distribution. Using QQ-plots, we can evaluate how closely C (X, θ 0 ) follows the U(0, 1) distribution. We plot the nominal p-values (desired coverage probability) vs. actual p-values (actual coverage probability). Fig. 1 is an example of the QQ-plots. If the coverage is exact for all confidence levels, the p-values (C (X, θ 0 )) would follow the diagonal line. Due to randomness of the simulation we also provided 95% confidence bands (dashed lines). The p-values (simulated line) cannot be distinguished from a sample of the U(0, 1) distribution if they stay within the 95% confidence bands. When this occurs we claim good coverage properties.
To check the coverage of our intervals, look at the QQ-plots at the nominal p-value and note the corresponding actual p-value that coincides with the simulated line. For example, the dotted line in the first plot in Fig. 1 shows that a 0.95 upper tailed interval has actual coverage of 0.987. The dotted line in the second plot shows our method has 0.129 probability in the lower tail or, equivalently, the 0.95 lower tailed interval has an actual coverage rate of 0.871.
Our simulation used 1000 data sets and an effective sample size of 10 000. We will highlight a few difficult and interesting cases before discussing the full simulation study. Fig. 1 illustrates the generated QQ-plots when n = 30, µ 0 = (5, 5, 5)
T , Σ 0 = I and 25I for the top and bottom rows respectively. The fiducial method tends to overestimate the largest mean when the true means are equal. This overestimation is common to all solutions and our method tends to have a smaller overestimation problem than the competitors. The overestimation leads to conservative upper tailed and liberal lower tailed intervals, as seen in Fig. 1 . When the correlation is positive the upper and lower tailed intervals are closer to exact. As the correlation becomes negative the upper and lower tailed intervals become even more conservative and liberal respectively. These plots also illustrate that changing the magnitude of the variance does not seem to affect the coverage. This behavior was seen in the other µ 0 and Σ 0 configurations as well. When the true means are close, but not equal, our method will tend to select the model where the means are equal. This results in underestimating the largest mean, producing liberal upper tailed and conservative lower tailed intervals. This is seen in Fig. 2 when n = 30, µ 0 = (3, 4, 5) T and Σ 0 = 25I.
Cases where the largest mean is much different from the other means results in confidence intervals that are, expectedly, close to exact. This is reflected in Fig. 3 when n = 30, µ 0 = (1, 3, 5) T and Σ 0 = I. When the sample size is dramatically increased to n = 10 000 in the case where µ 0 = (3, 4, 5) T and Σ 0 = 25I, the QQ-plots in Fig. 4 reflect close to exact coverage. This motivates our later discussion on the asymptotics of our intervals.
Simulation results and discussion
In addition to the select configurations that were previously highlighted, we also performed an extensive simulation study for two and three dimensional data. We looked at all combinations of the parameter values listed in Tables 3 and 4. Each ρ (ij) 0 in the last configurations were randomly generated values from the U(0, 1) distribution, where the resulting Σ 0 matrix was positive definite.
The coverage and length of the upper tailed fiducial interval was compared to the upper tailed intervals produced by the intersection-union method (t), [4] (Eaton) , and the bias adjusted interval based on a normal approximation from Boos 
Table 3
Simulation combinations in two dimensions.
n 30 100 Table 4 Simulation combinations in three dimensions. also introduced an interval without a bias adjustment and two bias adjusted intervals using a bootstrap approach. The code for the bootstrap methods was proprietary, so we attempted to recreate the intervals described by the authors. Based on our attempt, the interval we compared with performed the best in terms of length and coverage. This agrees with results reported in [1] . The coverage for the 95% and 99% intervals when the data is two dimensional can be seen in Figs. 5 and 7. The coverage when the covariance matrix was randomly generated is seen in Fig. 9 . When the correlation is positive, as is the likely case in practice, the upper tailed fiducial interval is close to the nominal coverage level. At the larger sample size, the median coverage appears to be very close to the nominal coverage rate for the fiducial method. The very liberal outliers, seen in Fig. 7 , occur when the true means are relatively close together and there is negative correlation. For instance, when n = 100, µ 0 = (4, 5), η 0 = (25, 25) and ρ (1, 2) = −0.9, the 0.95 upper tailed interval has an actual coverage rate of 0.60. As the sample size increases these intervals will converge to the exact coverage level, but they seem to converge slower than the cases with positive correlation. Similar behavior also occurred with the three dimensional data. Additional plots are available from the authors.
Figs. 6, 8 and 10 compare the length of the upper tailed fiducial interval to its competitors. The median fiducial interval is shorter than the intervals created by the intersection-union (t) and Eaton. At the small sample size our method is slightly longer than the Boos interval. At the larger sample size our interval is the shortest. Additionally, the Boos interval assumes that the data is equicorrelated and equivariant, where we allow for a totally unstructured covariance matrix. 
Asymptotic results
In this section we will prove that the coverage rate for this method is asymptotically correct. We prove that the fiducial probability of the correct model goes to 1 and, therefore, for large n the inference will be almost entirely based on the unknown correct model. We assume the following: Assumption 1. X i is an independent random variable from the N   µ The probability that the means from a particular J are equal to the largest mean is given in (14) . If J is the index corresponding to the true largest means and P(J) is large, then the method is selecting the correct model at a high rate. The following proof will show that this method will asymptotically select the correct model. This result does not follow from previous theory on generalized fiducial inference.
Theorem 1.
If µ 0 is the true mean and J correctly identifies the equal largest means then P(J) → 1 in probability.
We could not integrate (13), so we bound it from above and below using the last two assumptions to show p˜J /p J → 0 for anyJ ̸ = J. IfJ incorrectly identified the largest means, then p˜J /p J converged to zero exponentially. On the other hand, if J was a valid model but had too many free means, then p˜J /p J converged to zero polynomially as n → ∞. This was proved without the use of the weight function. The details of the proof are relegated to Appendix B. Proof. Using Theorem 1 we will asymptotically select the correct model. By asymptotically selecting the correct model it follows from the standard methods in [8] to prove that the confidence intervals are asymptotically correct.
Air quality example
The EPA measures the air quality to help inform people of the daily air conditions. This measurement is called the air quality index (AQI) and is calculated from the five major air pollutants regulated by the Clean Air Act. The AQI ranges from 0 to 500, where the higher the value the greater the level of pollution and the greater the health risk. Table 5 breaks down the air quality for different AQI values. Overall, an AQI value of 100 or less is the standard at which the EPA determined as satisfactory.
We obtained monthly AQI measurements from January 1, 1998 to October 1, 2008 from the EPA [5] to perform inference on the largest mean AQI for the cities of Baltimore, Boston, New York, and Philadelphia. The data set is available upon request from the authors. Because of the proximity of these cities there is clearly spatial correlation.
Monthly data was used to eliminate the temporal correlation between successive data points. It was determined from auto correlation plots that data points that were a month apart were reasonably uncorrelated. Using normal QQ-plots we determined that the transformed data of X ′ = log(X ), where X is the original data and X ′ is the transformed data, appeared to be reasonably normal. Thus, all analysis was done on the transformed data. The sample mean and covariance for X ′ is are: 
If we were to assume that those were the true values for µ 0 and Σ 0 , the coverage for θ 0 is shown in Fig. 11 . Our method appears to be slightly liberal for the upper tailed interval and slightly conservative for the lower tailed interval. The equal tailed interval appears to have exact coverage. The coverage of the competing methods can be seen in Fig. 12 . Because the means are relatively close together, two of the methods tend to overestimate the maximum and produce conservative intervals. At the 99% level the fiducial method has an approximate coverage rate of 98.3% (based on the Fig. 11 ) and a back transformed upper limit of 56.8. The intersection-union (t) interval has a coverage rate and upper limit of 99.9% and 58.1, the Eaton interval has a coverage rate and upper limit of 99.5% and 58.0, and the Boos interval has coverage rate and upper limit of 99.3% and 57.5. Even though all the methods produce intervals with upper tails in the moderate range, our method's interval is the shortest and allows for a two tailed interval when needed.
The fiducial method also provides added information as to which city or cities are likely to have the largest average AQI. Table 6 illustrates these fiducial probabilities for any J when P(J) > 0 (note, 1 = Baltimore, 2 = Boston, 3 = New York, and 4 = Philadelphia). The probability that J = {1, 3, 4} is 0.595, which reflects the likelihood that Baltimore, New York, and Philadelphia are the equal largest mean. This information could be used in an effort to clean up the worst polluting cities.
Conclusion
The application of inference on the largest mean of a multivariate normal distribution is wide reaching. There are applications in drug trials, stock returns, agriculture, pollution (as seen in this paper), etc. Clearly, a viable inference technique for the largest mean is necessary.
We proposed a method based on fiducial inference that possesses many nice qualities. First, from simulation results, the empirical coverage for the one and two tailed intervals is close to exact in small sample sizes when the correlation is positive. Second, the upper tailed interval is shorter than two of the competitors when the sample size is small and shorter than all of them when the sample size is large. Unlike the other methods, we have proven our intervals are asymptotically correct. Lastly, this method also provides information as to how likely any of the means are to be the equal largest mean. This could serve as valuable resource management information when any sort of action is taken with the group(s) that have the largest mean.
Our illustrative example examined the air quality of the four largest northeastern cities in the United States. The fiducial approach produced a shorter 99% upper tailed interval than the competitors and it provided information as to which cities had the worst air quality. If a reclamation project were to take place, it would be reasonable to focus the efforts on Baltimore, New York, and Philadelphia. proving the asymptotic consistency we will assume, without loss of generality, that E(X) = (µ 1 , µ 2 , . . . , µ v , µ, . . . , µ)
T .
That is saying that X v+1 , . . . , X k share the common mean, µ.
If we notice that Σ −1 and µ i follow a Wishart and t distribution for all i, the resulting integration for the upper bound is
where J (·) x is the appropriate Jacobian, which will be discussed later. From this point we will break the integration into 3
cases. When u = 1, u > 1 and even, and u > 1 and odd. The first case, when u = 1 (all means are different denoted J 1 ) results in 
When u > 1 and even,
Integrating the lower bound f J (ξ ) will result in a very similar calculation. 
